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H I G H L I G H T S

• Data centers have a lot of excess capacity due to their redundant design.

• This capacity can be used to provide ancillary services, such as primary regulation.

• UPS systems are technically and economically viable in primary regulation.

• Additional stress to battery systems is within battery specifications.

• Participation to primary regulation can create significant revenue for data centers.
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A B S T R A C T

Data centers have a significant potential to become a major source of flexibility in smart girds. They consume
currently roughly 3% of all the electricity produced globally and are expected to only increase their consumption
as the world becomes more connected and digitalized.

As data centers are required to operate without any interruptions, they use power protection systems and
energy storages. This paper investigates the technical and economic feasibility of dual-purposing these power
protection systems, the uninterruptible power supplies, and their batteries in data centers to perform primary
frequency regulation services. While the topic of data centers and demand response has been extensively covered
in the current scientific literature, the focus has been on the demand response enabled by server workload
shifting or hardware-enabled peak shaving. Based on an extensive literature review, there is a knowledge gap in
the literature concerning primary frequency regulation and dynamic response enabled by modern power elec-
tronics systems in data centers. In this paper, this knowledge gap is bridged by suggesting a novel approach of
taking advantage of the bidirectional operations capabilities of the uninterruptible power supply systems,
thereby enabling them to provide dynamic power response from their battery systems.

The feasibility of this approach is examined with the proposed method, which includes (1) an analysis of the
required energy for primary regulation and the availability of this energy in a typical data center, (2) a simu-
lation of activation events and their impact on the service life of the battery systems, (3) reaction speed and
reliability considerations of the operations, and (4) an economic feasibility and balancing market analysis.

The results show that as primary frequency regulation is an energy nonintensive service and data center
battery systems are by design oversized for redundancy reasons, typical data centers have more than ample
amounts of energy to participate in the primary regulation without jeopardizing their own processes. The results
also show that by maintaining reasonable levels of usage, the battery systems can be operated within their
specifications, and the demand response operations will not cause premature aging of the battery systems. The
reaction speed of the power electronics is found to be very high and easily meet the current market requirements.

While the achievable revenue from the primary regulation service is small compared for example with the
electricity costs of the data centers, it is still significant as there is little to no impact on the daily business of the
data centers.
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1. Introduction

As the amount of renewable and intermittent energy increases in
electrical power systems globally, also the need for flexibility increases
[1]. This flexibility has been traditionally provided by large power
plants, but now, as an increasing proportion of production is becoming
difficult or even impossible to adjust, new sources of flexibility are
needed. Attention is turning to flexible consumption, and the topic of
demand response has been addressed in multiple scientific publications.
For example, Muhssin et al. and Xu et al. studied the usage of ag-
gregated household consumption assets, such as refrigerators and heat
pumps, as sources of ancillary services in [2,3], and Jia et al. in-
vestigated the usage of electric vehicles (EVs) in frequency regulation in
[4]. Batteries and energy storages and their feasibility in grid support
applications, such as primary regulation, have been extensively studied
both in academic literature and commercial demonstrations. For ex-
ample, Zheng et al. analyzed the economic and environmental benefits
of different dispatch strategies of a large number of residential energy
storage systems in [5], Shi et al. analyzed multipurpose usage of battery
systems for peak shaving and frequency regulation in [6], and Cheng
et al. and Brivio et al. covered the combined use cases of primary fre-
quency regulation and energy arbitrage in [7,8]. The demand response
potential of power-intensive industries has also been studied lately;
Otashu et al. proposed a metric of analyzing the available load reduc-
tion in the industry in [9], and Ramin et al. presented a case example of
a metal casting process in [10].

Data centers are the power-intensive industry of the modern age.
They are highly redundant digital factories and among the largest en-
ergy consumers in the world, and their power consumption is expected
to increase significantly over the following decades. This development
is driven by increasing digitalization and a growing amount of data
being transferred and processed [11,12]. To achieve the high uptime
requirements, data centers are designed with significant amounts of
inbuilt flexibility in the form of electrochemical storage (i.e. batteries)
and redundant power electronic systems. These design choices and
significant power consumption make data centers attractive candidates
for demand response participation.

Currently, there are few data centers participating in grid support
activities, and while some companies have already begun to commer-
cialize these activities [13,14], the majority of the data center flexibility
potential still remains an untapped resource. The participation of data
centers in demand response has also been covered in the scientific lit-
erature. For example, Mamum et al. addressed the topic in [15,16],
where demand response was studied from the perspective of performing
peak-shaving with Li-ion batteries, while Li et al. focused on demand
response enabled by IT load shifting in [17]. However, as the extensive
literature review (presented below) shows, there is a knowledge gap in
the current literature concerning data center participation in primary
frequency regulation. In particular, the key questions still unanswered
are: how data center power protection systems could enable dynamic
regulation, and what is the technical and economic feasibility of such
an approach.

This paper presents a novel way for the data centers to participate in
grid support (specifically in primary frequency regulation) by actively
using their uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems and batteries to
balance the grid, instead of shedding their loads by off-gridding their
systems, or performing workload shifting. The technical and economic
feasibility of this approach is analyzed methodologically from several
viewpoints.

The main research questions of this paper are: could a data center
with a battery system perform primary frequency response in an eco-
nomically feasible way without significant risks to their primary busi-
ness, and how much additional stress would be exerted on the existing
batteries during these grid support operations.

The structure of the paper is the following: The results of a literature
review are presented in the second section. The third section introduces

primary frequency regulation. The fourth section explains typical UPS
topologies and their inherent excess capacities deployed in data centers
through selected example configurations. The fifth section explains the
key differences between the commonly applied method of providing
grid services and the proposed approach. The sixth section investigates
the technical feasibility of performing dynamic upwards regulation
with an UPS system. The seventh section presents results from a fre-
quency analysis and a simulation model to estimate the additional
stress exerted on the UPS systems and their batteries while participating
in primary regulation, and references it to typical battery cycle life
characteristics. The eighth section provides discussion, and conclusions
are drawn in the final section.

2. Literature review

The subject of demand response (DR) in the data center space is
extensively covered in the current scientific literature. The research can
be divided into two main categories; (1) DR enabled by “IT knobs”
(basically workload management of the servers) and (2) DR by data
center hardware (e.g., UPS systems, air conditioning, generators, and
additional on-site generation). By far, the majority of the research fo-
cuses on the first case, that is, server management, and specifically, how
to enable implicit demand response. The term ‘implicit demand re-
sponse’ refers to (1) optimizing the electricity consumption of a data
center for example by peak shaving to reduce grid connection costs, (2)
limiting server power consumption during periods of high electricity
prices, or (3) spatial workload shifting to gain savings from regional
price differences. Li et al. [17] modeled the effects of spatial and tem-
poral spreading of IT workloads to take advantage of electricity price
differences between different price regions and times of the day. Similar
research was presented by Ruddy et al. in [18], where they introduce a
methodology for shifting global demand and calculate the resulting cost
and CO2 emissions savings and potential DR revenue from capacity
payments in the Irish electricity markets. Further, in [19], Liu et al.
proposed several algorithms for optimizing electricity cost and the
usage of renewable energy for data center operations.

A more extensively studied subtopic has been the role and potential
of multitenant or colocation (colo) data centers, especially in emer-
gency demand response (a type of ancillary service, where independent
system operators (ISOs) contract resources to respond to their DR sig-
nals, dispatched when a grid power balance is in jeopardy). Tran et al.
have investigated the subject and related topics in multiple publica-
tions; in [20], they presented a simulation model and related results for
cost optimizing EDR activations in a mixed-use building with data
center (server) loads (workload management), HVAC systems, and
backup generators. In their other publications they have studied how to
incentivize the colo tenants to participate in the EDR by proposing
different schemes and analyzing their convergence rates [21,22]. Si-
milar research was presented by Kishwar et al. in [23] and Sun et al. in
[24]. Guo et al. also examined how to incentivize colo tenants’ parti-
cipation in the EDR and applied the Nash bargaining theory to co-
ordinate the tenants’ participation and revenue gain in [25]. Again,
Zhan et al. [26] proposed (and mathematically proved) a pricing model
for colo data center operators that would include a reward component
for tenants with flexible processes. The colo operator would benefit
from reduced grid tariffs (resulting from peak load reduction). There
are also several conference publications on the topic of using server
management for DR, each with a slightly different focus. Wang et al.
presented a DR framework model (server workload management) in
[27], and further, they introduced an electricity cost optimization al-
gorithm in [28], which is much similar to the work presented by Ba-
harm et al. in [29,30].

In addition to the above-mentioned work related to server load
management, there are several extensive papers that address the topic
of using hardware systems in data centers to perform demand response
operations. The most relevant research with respect to the scope of this
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